
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of technology senior manager. We appreciate you taking the time to
review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of
the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for technology senior manager

Be part of a diverse, cross-functional team that is defining the future of
television
Push the limits, try new technologies, take calculated risks, swing for the
fences and proactively search for the best solutions and ideas in the
marketplace
Work closely with Fox’s variety of technology service providers, both internal
and external, to drive consistent implementations and adherence to
architectural guidelines
Manage diverse teams located around the world to take advantage of the
best talent available
Steer complex innovation projects and topics within the phase gate process,
manages resources and budget
Lead development of global concepts for process safety and occupational
health and implements together with operations, CCT/R and GU
Analyze the IP situation (in- and external cost and technology benchmarks
using the COE ICE tool)
Lead development/optimization of technical concepts and supports capex
projects within the OD
Lead the development and implementation of technology and asset
strategies for GBUs

Example of Technology Senior Manager Job
Description
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business and customer

Qualifications for technology senior manager

Effectively communicates and builds rapport with peer managers,
stakeholders and business partners using a variety of techniques and
collaboration
Requires a minimum of 5 years or project management experience
Bachelor degree in business development, computer engineering or other
relevant field is required, Master's degree is preferred
Domain knowledge of IOT, Networking, CAAS (Communication As a Service),
and APIs (like Twilio) is a plus
Experience in investment cases, financial analysis and modeling is a plus
Partnership, Channel experience is a plus


